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ABSTRACT
Hydraulic fracturing is the process of injecting high-pressure fluids into a reservoir to induce
fractures and thus improve reservoir productivity. Microseismic event localization is used
to locate created fractures. Traditionally, events are localized individually. Available infor-
mation about events already localized is not used to help estimate other source locations.
Traditional localization methods yield an uncertainty that is inversely proportional to the
square root of the number of receivers. However, in applications where multiple fractures
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are created, multiple sources in a reference fracture may provide redundant information
about unknown events in subsequent fractures that can boost the signal-to-noise ratio, im-
proving estimates of the event positions. We propose to use sources in fractures closer to
the monitoring well to help localize events further away. It is known through seismic inter-
ferometry that with a 2D array of receivers, the travel time between two sources may be
recovered from a cross-correlogram of two common source gathers. This allows an event in
the second fracture to be localized relative to an event in the reference fracture. A difficulty
arises when receivers are located in a single monitoring well. When the receiver array is
1D, classical interferometry cannot be directly employed because the problem becomes un-
derdetermined. In our approach, interferometry is used to partially redatum microseismic
events from the second fracture onto the reference fracture so that they can be used as
virtual receivers, providing additional information complementary to that provided by the
physical receivers. Our error analysis shows that, in addition to the gain obtained by having
multiple physical receivers, the location uncertainty is inversely proportional to the square
root of the number of sources in the reference fracture. Since the number of microseism
sources is usually high, the proposed method will usually result in more accurate location
estimates as compared to the traditional methods.
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INTRODUCTION
Hydraulic fracturing enhances the production of hydrocarbons and other fluids from rock
formations. It is a critical tool in many applications including shale gas and geothermal
energy production. The process of hydraulic fracturing involves injecting fluids under high
pressure into a reservoir formation with the purpose of creating additional fluid pathways
leading to the production well. These pathways may have complicated shapes; however, frac-
tures aligned with the direction of maximum stress are commonly observed (Zoback et al.,
2003). Knowing where hydraulic fractures have been created helps in predicting fluid flow,
designing additional fractures and positioning additional production wells.
Hydraulic fracture creation is normally accompanied by microseismic events (micro-
seisms) thought to be generated by the cracking of the rock. Locating these microseisms is
an indirect method of fracture imaging and fracture growth monitoring in near real time. In
order to locate these microseisms, an array of three-component receivers is often installed
in one or several monitoring wells. Arrivals from each microseismic event are recorded for
each receiver. These recordings are then used to locate the microseisms. The problem of
localizing events from this type of data has received considerable attention (Huang et al.,
2006; Bennett et al., 2006; Michaud et al., 2004). Despite significant progress, the problem
remains a challenge in need of further investigation due to large localization uncertainties.
Most techniques currently employed by the industry locate events one by one. The
estimate of the location of one event is not used to improve the estimate of another. For
microseism localization from a single observation well, the travel time from each microseism
to the receiver is picked, and the wave’s polarization is estimated. The polarization provides
the direction of the arriving wave as it impinges on the receiver. The polarization and the
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travel time along with an assumed velocity model, allow us to raytrace to the inferred event
location. We shall refer to this as the classical localization technique. The event excitation
time is not known in practice, but this problem may be eliminated by considering the time
difference between P and S arrivals (Pearson, 1981; House, 1987). In our analysis of the
classical approach we will assume for simplicity that the event excitation time is known.
This time is not needed for the interferometric method proposed in this paper. The goal of
this paper is not to characterize the performance of state-of-the-art proprietary algorithms
of the non-interferometric type, but to contrast controlling mechanisms for localization
uncertainty in the classical approach with those for our new interferometric approach.
In practice, multiple fractures are created sequentially. One fracture can be often created
close to the monitoring well, with other fractures appearing further away as shown in Figure
1. This geometry dictates that sources corresponding to the closest fracture can be imaged
better with traditional methods than those in further fractures because the velocity is
likely to be better constrained near the observation well, and the receivers form a larger
angular coverage relative to the fracture event locations. Instead of locating events in a
more distant fracture independently, we would like to use available information about the
reference (closest) fracture to improve the estimated locations in the more distant fractures.
We will use seismic interferometry to couple together events from both fractures. Under
idealized assumptions, interferometry recovers the Green’s function between any two source
locations. Those assumptions are rarely satisfied in practice, and for a single borehole
the full recovery of the Green’s function between two source locations is fundamentally
impossible. The signal recorded in the well can be only partially redatumed to an event
in the first fracture. The end result of the redatuming process is not the complete Green’s
function, but partial information about it. We show in this paper, however, that this
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information, along with an assumed velocity model, can significantly reduce uncertainty
around the estimated event location as compared to the classical method.
Interferometry provides additional advantages by leading to stable imaging in the pres-
ence of velocity uncertainty (Borcea et al., 2005). We will not explore the full range of
potential benefits provided by interferometry, but rather how it can be used to improve
microseismic event localization in a canonical case and what its fundamental limitations
are.
We propose using interferometry to partially redatum every noisy record of an event from
a second fracture onto a reference fracture. Using this approach, in addition to measuring
events in the second fracture with physical receivers in the monitoring well, we obtain
additional information from the many virtual receivers located in the reference fracture.
This redundancy boosts the signal-to-noise ratio and reduces the localization uncertainty.
For classical methods, a higher signal-to-noise ratio is achieved by appropriately stacking
over all available receivers. In the method proposed in this paper, additional information
coming from events in the reference fracture, is also stacked over. As the number of events
in the reference fracture is typically much higher than the number of physical receivers in
the observation well, we can expect a considerable improvement over the performance of
the classical algorithm. We present the theory and show numerical examples that illustrate
this result.
PROBLEM SETUP
Assume that the velocity model is known with sufficient accuracy to compute traveltimes.
A monitoring well is instrumented with Nrec three-component receivers with locations
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xrec ∈ W, where W denotes the monitoring well. The signals recorded at the receivers
are seismograms that are assumed to contain direct arrivals from each event in each of
two fractures. We also assume that the observed seismograms are perturbed by additive
uncorrelated Gaussian noise that models measurement errors. Denote the two fractures as,
F1 and F2 and assume that F1 is closer to the monitoring well than F2. For convenience,
we think of the two fractures as being roughly parallel to one another (Figure 1). This is
not a necessary assumption, however, and deviations from it are allowed. Indeed, in our
usage here, a fracture is merely a collection of source events.
[Figure 1 about here.]
We first assume for simplicity that the events of the reference fracture, F1, have been
located precisely. These microseismic locations are denoted by xs,1 ∈ F1. In a later section,
we will generalize our results to a more realistic situation where the event locations in the
first fracture have some uncertainty. Our goal is to localize events xs,2 ∈ F2.
IMPROVED LOCALIZATION FROM INTERFEROMETRY
In this section we present the interferometric method of event localization using data
recorded from a single monitoring well. We begin by presenting a simplified localization
technique, which we use as a benchmark. This is followed by a brief summary of clas-
sical interferometry, which inspired our method. When only single well data is available
classical interferometry is no longer fully applicable. However, by performing a stationary
phase analysis of 1D correlogram events we are able to extract partial information about
unknown event location from reference event locations. The proposed method is illustrated
using both a homogeneous and layered velocity model.
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Classical localization
In this paper we use a simplified version of a classical localization technique as a point
of comparison for our proposed interferometric method. We pick the travel time, tp, of
the P-wave from the event to the receiver using a cross-correlation method with a known
source wavelet. Then we estimate the unit polarization vector, p̂ , of the P-wave using
a method based on a Singular Value Decomposition analysis of the arrival of the P-wave
(de Franco and Musacchio, 2001). If the velocity model is homogeneous, then the polariza-
tion vector is given by
p̂ =
xrec − xs
‖xrec − xs‖ , (1)
where ‖ · ‖ denotes the vector length (L2 norm). The polarization is a unit-length vector
pointing from the event location xs in the direction of the receiver location xrec. Denoting
the homogeneous P-velocity by Vp, an estimate of the source location is given by:
xs = xrec − Vptp p̂. (2)
For a general velocity model, the source location is found by tracing a ray that leaves the
receiver in the p̂ direction and stops at time tp. This localization method is perfect if
the medium is known exactly and the observed signal contains no noise. Random noise
in the seismograms results in localization uncertainty, which can be reduced by stacking
over multiple receivers. More detailed analysis of this uncertainty will be presented in the
Uncertainty Analysis section.
Seismic interferometry
Seismic interferometry allows physical sources to be redatumed to receiver locations (Rickett and Claerbout,
1996; Derode et al., 2003; Bakulin and Calvert, 2004; Schuster et al., 2004; Wapenaar et al.,
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2005; Djikpesse et al., 2009). Receivers can likewise be redatumed to source locations ac-
cording to the principle of reciprocity (Curtis et al., 2009).
Specifically, suppose that two sources located at xs,1 and xs,2 inside a 3D medium are
surrounded by a closed 2D surface of receivers in the set W. Although the theory we are
developing works in the elastic case, we pick the P and S-wave traveltimes separately, essen-
tially using acoustic theory for both arrivals. Following Wapenaar (2004), Wapenaar et al.
(2005) and Schuster and Zhou (2006), the interferometrically-derived Green’s function be-
tween two source locations may be recovered from the representation theorem, and has the
form
G(xs,2,xs,1, ω) +G
∗(xs,1,xs,2, ω) ∝
∫∫
xrec∈W
G∗(xs,1,xrec, ω)G(xs,2,xrec, ω) dS, (3)
where G(xs,2,xs,1, ω) is the Green’s function between the locations xs,1 and xs,2 written
in the Fourier domain, and the star denotes the complex conjugate. While interferometry
may generally be used to redatum entire waveforms, in this work we are only interested in
recovering travel times. In particular, we ignore the issue of the source mechanisms of the
microseismic events. Note that in this context, even when the surface W does not com-
pletely enclose the medium, travel times along certain rays may be recovered. Specifically,
traveltimes may be recovered along rays that are emitted by one source, pass through the
other and are finally received at some receiver location as shown in Figure 2 (Lu et al.,
2008). Mathematically, the travel time between the sources will come from a stationary
phase point in the cross-correlogram of two common source gathers (Snieder, 2004).
[Figure 2 about here.]
The cross-correlation lag of two direct arrivals from two different sources is a function,
τ(xrec), of the receiver position, xrec, that belongs to the 2D surface W. The stationary
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phase point
(
x
0
rec, τ(x
0
rec)
)
is defined by the extremum of the function τ . The stationary
receiver location, x0rec, marks the receiver that records the ray connecting the two sources.
The stationary value, τ
(
x
0
rec
)
, has the physical meaning of the travel time between the two
sources along that ray.
In classical interferometry, receivers enclosing the two sources must span a 2D surfaceW.
The stationary phase point is found by setting the two partial derivatives of τ in orthogonal
directions to zero. Since only one partial derivative can be estimated with a 1D receiver
array, the stationary phase condition becomes underdetermined (Figure 2). Stationary
points along a 1D receiver array (i.e., single monitoring well) are thus not stationary in the
classical sense, but they still give useful information for source localization.
Interferometric localization using a single monitoring well
The method that we introduce here is applicable to a general velocity model and an arbi-
trary well geometry subject only to minor technical assumptions. Specifically suppose that
receivers are given by their locations
xrec(ℓ) ≡ (xrec(ℓ), yrec(ℓ), zrec(ℓ)), (4)
where ℓ is the well arc length measured from the top. Suppose further that we are given a
velocity model, from which we compute the travel time function, T (xs, ℓ) ≡ T
(
xs,xrec(ℓ)
)
.
In what follows, ℓ is a continuous parameter but in practice a receiver array consists of a
finite number of receivers. We use spline interpolation to obtain travel times at locations
between physical receivers.
Let xs,1 be an event with a known location in the reference fracture. By jointly analyzing
the signal emitted from that known location with another signal coming from an event in
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the second fracture whose location is unknown, we would like to recover at least partial
information about the location, xs,2, of that second fracture.
The correlogram of the direct arrivals from the two events contains a peak with lag
τ(xs,1,xs,2, ℓ) = T (xs,2, ℓ)− T (xs,1, ℓ). (5)
Assuming this lag has a stationary point, ℓ0, with respect to the receiver location, we call
this a stationary receiver and denote it by x0rec ≡ xrec(ℓ0). Hence,
∂ℓτ(xs,1,xs,2, ℓ
0) =
∂τ(xs,1,xs,2, ℓ)
∂ℓ
∣∣∣∣
ℓ=ℓ0
= 0. (6)
The stationary lag of the event is consequently
τ0 ≡ τ(xs,1,xs,2, ℓ0). (7)
Observe that the pair consisting of the stationary receiver location and the stationary lag,
which we call a stationary condition, are observed directly from the data. Their values tie
together the known location xs,1 with the unknown location xs,2 in the following way. The
locus of all points xs,2 giving rise to the same stationary condition,
(
xrec(ℓ
0), τ0
)
, is a subset
of three-dimensional space defined by
R(xs,1, ℓ0, τ0) =
{
xs,2 | ∂ℓτ(xs,1,xs,2, ℓ0) = 0 and τ0 = τ(xs,1,xs,2, ℓ0)
}
. (8)
Provided that the two constraints definingR are sufficiently smooth, the set R will be a one-
dimensional curve. This curve can be determined numerically or in some cases analytically.
Because a point xs,2 can travel along the curveR with no change to the stationary condition,
we cannot completely localize it using interferometry. We can, however, constrain two out
of three coordinates in a suitable coordinate system, i.e., we can place the source on a
particular 1D curve but cannot say where on this curve the event lies.
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The stationary condition from equation 8 applied to multiple reference events xs,1 pro-
duces a corresponding number of curves R. All of those curves by construction contain the
unknown event location xs,2. If their intersection consisted of a single point, the event xs,2
would be successfully localized. However, in some cases including the example below, those
curves may intersect along a common stretch, which makes the complete event localization
impossible. Instead the method produces multiple estimates of the same stretch of a 1D
curve. Appropriate averaging over these estimates should greatly reduce the uncertainty
in direction perpendicular to the stretch, while having little effect on the uncertainty along
the stretch.
Example: Localization in homogeneous medium
Our general method outlined in previous sections can be easily applied to a horizontally
stratified velocity model as illustrated in the Numerical examples section. For clarity pur-
poses, we consider here the case of a homogeneous velocity model with a constant P-wave
velocity Vp and a vertical monitoring well. As the general theory predicts, interferometry
allows us to use known events in a reference fracture to constrain two out of the three
location parameters of a microseism in F2, and those parameters have a very clear intuitive
meaning in this example.
Consider two event locations, xs,1 = (xs,1, ys,1, zs,1) and xs,2 = (xs,2, ys,2, zs,2), and a
receiver location xrec = (0, 0, zrec). The travel times from the sources to the receiver are
given by
T (xs,i,xrec) =
√
x2s,i + y
2
s,i + (zs,i − zrec)2
Vp
, i = 1, 2.
The cross-correlogram of the two common event gathers contains an event from the corre-
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lations of the two direct waves with the lag
τxs,1,xs,2(zrec) =
√
x2s,2 + y
2
s,2 + (zs,2 − zrec)2
Vp
−
√
x2s,1 + y
2
s,1 + (zs,1 − zrec)2
Vp
. (9)
The receiver located at xrec is stationary in the z-direction for the pair of events xs,1 and
xs,2 if
∂τxs,1,xs,2(zrec)
∂zrec
= 0. (10)
Combining Equation 9 with Equation 10, we arrive at the following formula for the station-
ary receiver depth:
z0rec =
rs,2zs,1 − rs,1zs,2
rs,2 − rs,1 , rs,2 > rs,1, (11)
where rs,i =
√
x2s,i + y
2
s,i is the horizontal offset from the receiver line to the event location
xs,i.
We can interpret Equation 11 geometrically as follows. Suppose that the two events and
the receiver are in the same vertical plane, and both sources are on the same side of the
receiver. We may assume, for example, that they both have zero azimuth: ys,1 = ys,2 = 0,
and xs,2 > xs,1 > 0. It then follows from Equation 11 that
z0rec =
zs,2 − zs,1
xs,2 − xs,1 (x− xs,1) + zs,1
∣∣∣∣
x=0
, (12)
and then from Equation 9 that
τxs,1,xs,2(z
0
rec) =
√
(xs,2 − xs,1)2 + (zs,2 − zs,1)2
Vp
. (13)
The physical interpretation of the stationary receiver location and the stationary lag is
identical to that in classical interferometry. The stationary receiver lies on the ray that
connects the two event locations xs,1 and xs,2, and the stationary lag is the physical travel
time of the wave between those two points.
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Now consider sources xs,1 and xs,2 in general 3D positions. Since the solution in Equa-
tion 11 depends only on the horizontal offset between the two sources, the two sources
located at xs,1 and xs,2 will produce a stationary point at the receiver location xrec so long
as the three points (xs,1, xs,2 and xrec) can be made collinear by appropriate rotations of
both sources about the receiver line (Figure 3a). The curve R, whose general form is given
in equation 8, in this simple example, is a ring lying inside a horizontal plane.
[Figure 3 about here.]
It follows from Equation 11 that both sources xs,1 and xs,2 must have the same dip
angle when viewed from the receiver location xrec, and that τ is the travel time between
the circle containing xs,1 and the circle containing xs,2 (see Figure 3b). Write both event
locations in spherical coordinates centered at the receiver xrec,
xs,i = xrec +Ri (cos θi cosφi, cos θi sinφi, sin θi) , i = 1, 2, (14)
where θi is the dip angle, φi is the azimuthal angle, and Ri is the radial distance. Then
knowing the location xs,1 allows us to recover the dip angle of location xs,2, since
θ2 = θ1. (15)
Its radial distance from the receiver is given by
R2 = R1 + Vpτxs,1,xs,2(zrec). (16)
In this simple example, these are the two recoverable coordinates from a vertical receiver
array using interferometry.
Figure 4 illustrates how event localization using a neighboring fracture works when the
known fracture is planar. Any event xs,1 lying at the intersection of fracture F1 with the
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cone {θ = θ2} will produce a stationary point at the same stationary receiver depth zrec.
The stationary lags, τxs,1,xs,2(zrec), will vary depending on xs,1. Equation 16, however,
always holds true.
[Figure 4 about here.]
We observe that the travel time from any source location to the vertical receiver array
does not depend on the azimuth of the source. One therefore cannot obtain constraints
on the azimuth beyond those already provided by classical methods through polarization
analysis.
Since the total number of sources in fracture F1 is typically large, we can expect to
have many redundant measurements of the dip angle and radial distance of xs,2. We can
use these to boost the signal-to-noise ratio to obtain more precise estimates by appropriate
averaging. We present an uncertainty analysis validating this point in the next section.
UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS
In this section, we quantify microseismic event localization uncertainty for the classical and
interferometric methods so that these uncertainties may be compared. We perform the
analysis for the case of a homogeneous medium. The approach may be easily generalized
to the layered case. Extending it to more general models is a challenge. However, our basic
conclusions about the reduction of uncertainty as a result of averaging over a large number
of reference events should hold well beyond those two cases. We fix a receiver and then look
at estimates of the radial distance and dip from the receiver to the source. As our method
does not offer any estimate of azimuth, its uncertainty remains unexamined, but may be
obtained by classical methods.
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Classical method
[Figure 5 about here.]
The classical localization method relies on estimates of the travel time from the event
and the polarization of the incoming P or S-wave. When the recorded signal is noisy, the
travel time and the dip angle of the polarization vector are recovered with some errors
(Figure 5):
tp = t0 ±∆t,
θ = θ0 ±∆θ.
(17)
The exact distribution of random variables t and θ is dependent on the nature of the noise.
However, in the following analysis the perturbations ∆t and ∆θ may be simply thought of
as standard deviations of the error in estimated parameters.
It is convenient to split the uncertainty in event location into two orthogonal directions:
along the line of sight (range) and vertically perpendicular to that (transverse or cross-
range). The uncertainty in range is determined by the error in picked travel time and by
the assumed velocity:
σR = Vp∆t.
The cross-range (transverse) uncertainty is proportional to the distance from the receiver
to the true location of the event; it also depends on the uncertainty in the dip angle:
σT = ‖xrec − xs,2‖ tan∆θ.
If the dip uncertainty is sufficiently small, then tan∆θ ≈ ∆θ, and
σT ≈ ‖xrec − xs,2‖∆θ.
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Stacking these uncertainties over Nrec receivers gives
σNrecR ≈
Vp∆t√
Nrec
,
σNrecT ≈
d(W,xs,2)∆θ√
Nrec
,
(18)
where d(W,xs,2) is the average radial distance between the monitoring well receivers and
the event in the second fracture.
Interferometry
[Figure 6 about here.]
In the proposed method, we construct a correlogram of two common event gathers
corresponding to the two event locations xs,1 and xs,2. The output of the stationary phase
analysis of this correlogram is two quantities: the stationary receiver depth zrec and the
stationary lag τ . This presumes that all event pairs that do not produce a stationary point
have been removed from consideration in a preprocessing step. Because the correlogram
is insensitive to the azimuth of seismic events, we can assume without loss of generality
in the following analysis that all events have zero azimuth, reducing the problem to two
dimensions.
In a noisy environment, the picked stationary receiver depth is a perturbation of the
true depth:
zrec = z
0
rec ±∆z,
where z0rec is the true stationary receiver depth, and ∆z is the error. Note that although
receivers are located at discrete depths, the correlogram curve τ(zrec) can be smoothly
interpolated between actual receiver locations to improve depth resolution. Similarly, the
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stationary lag is also picked with some error:
τ = τ0 ±∆τ.
A smooth least-squares interpolation of τ(z) is expected to further reduce ∆τ .
Because the location xs,1 is known, it is convenient to represent uncertainty in xs,2
relative to it (see Figure 6). The range uncertainty, σR, around the true distance ‖xs,1−xs,2‖
is determined by the error in lag picking and the assumed velocity:
σR = Vp∆τ.
The cross-range (transverse) uncertainty is principally determined by the uncertainty in dip
angle of xs,2 relative to xs,1:
σT =
1
2
‖xs,1 − xs,2‖
(
tan∆θ+ + tan∆θ−
)
,
where θ0+∆θ+ and θ0−∆θ− are the dip angles of xs,1 relative to receiver depths z0rec−∆z
and z0rec +∆z respectively (see Figure 6):
tan
(
θ0 +∆θ+
)
=
zs,1 − z0rec +∆z
xs,1
,
tan
(
θ0 −∆θ−) = zs,1 − z0rec −∆z
xs,1
.
Assuming small errors in the stationary depth pick, namely ∆z ≪ xs,1, and using the
Taylor expansion arctan(x+∆x) ≈ arctan x+ ∆x
1+x2
, ∆x≪ 1, we obtain
θ0 +∆θ+ = arctan
(
zs,1 − z0rec
xs,1
+
∆z
xs,1
)
≈ θ0 + ∆z/xs,1
1 +
(
zs,1 − z0rec
xs,1
)2 .
Hence,
∆θ+ ≈ xs,1∆z
x2s,1 + (zs,1 − z0rec)2
.
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Likewise, ∆θ− = ∆θ+. Applying the small error approximation tanx ≈ x, valid for x≪ 1,
we find that
σT ≈ xs,1‖xs,1 − xs,2‖∆z‖xs,1 − xrec‖2 =
cos θ0 ‖xs,1 − xs,2‖∆z
‖xs,1 − xrec‖ .
Stacking over all Ns events in the first fracture yields
σNsR ≈
Vp∆τ√
Ns
,
σNsT ≈
cos θ0 d(F1,xs,2)∆z√
Ns d(W,F1)
.
(19)
Here d(F1,xs,2) is the average distance between xs,2 and events in F1, and d(W,F1) is the
average distance from the receivers to the events in F1.
Uncertainty in the reference fracture
We have so far assumed that events in the reference fracture have been located precisely.
A more realistic assumption is that, although events that are closer to the monitoring well
are resolved better than those that are further away, there remains some uncertainty.
If the range of each event location xs,1 has been estimated with some error σ
Nrec
R (xs,1)
then that error will propagate to the estimate of xs,2. The resulting range uncertainty
follows directly from statistical independence of ∆τ and σNrecR (xs,1):
(
σNsR (xs,2)
)2
≈
(
σNrecR (xs,1)
)2
+ V 2p (∆τ)
2
Ns
. (20)
The uncertainty in the transverse direction as a function of the localization errors in the
reference fractures and of the errors in estimating the stationary lag can be derived geo-
metrically as was done for the range error and is illustrated in Figure 7. It is given by
(
σNsT (xs,2)
)2
≈ 1
Ns
[(
1 +
d(F1,xs,2)
d(W,F1)
)2 (
σNrecT (xs,1)
)2
+
cos2 θ0 d
2(F1,xs,2)
d2(W,F1) (∆z)
2
]
.
(21)
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[Figure 7 about here.]
Understanding uncertainty
Here we give a heuristic interpretation of the uncertainty analysis developed in the previous
subsections. We first observe that the number of microseismic events associated with a
typical fracture is expected to be much larger than the number of receivers in the monitoring
well, i.e., Ns ≫ Nrec. With this assumption, a comparison of Equation 18 to Equation 19
reveals that the uncertainty in the location obtained with the interferometric method is
expected to be smaller than that obtained with the classical method.
The range uncertainty of the interferometric method depends on the error in picking
the stationary lag in the correlogram. If the source mechanisms of different events are
similar, we can expect very reliable picking in the correlogram. Also, certain types of noise,
including additive white noise, are well suppressed by cross-correlation, which makes the
proposed method even more robust. On the other hand, the combination of heterogeneous
velocity, measurement errors and differences in source mechanisms are likely to increase the
error in recovered locations, both with this method and with classical approaches.
The cross-range uncertainty is proportional to the error in picking the stationary receiver
depth. For a small number of instruments, this error can be reduced by using interpolation
of the correlogram lag times between the recorded depths.
Finally, uncertainty in the velocity model is another factor that will affect the perfor-
mance of our algorithm. While we do not address this issue in any detail, we note that
the quality of the velocity model is an important factor for the classical method as well.
Furthermore, velocity uncertainty between the receiver array and the reference fracture will
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be largely mitigated with the interferometric method because events in both fractures share
much of the path from the first fracture to the observation well.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we illustrate the performance of the proposed algorithm with a synthetic
experiment. We compare the accuracy of the localization by the classical localization algo-
rithm to the improved interferometric one.
The monitoring well is placed vertically at (xrec, yrec) = (0, 0) m. 20 three-component
receivers are placed in the well equidistantly at depths from 2150 to 2450 m (Figure 8a).
The model consists of three layers with interfaces at depths 2200 and 2380 m (Figure
8b). The respective velocities are 3500, 3600 and 3700 m/s. Two vertical planar fractures
are positioned next to a monitoring well at a depth of 2300 m. The reference fracture is
positioned 100 m away from the well, and the second fracture is 200 m away. Both fractures
are 300 meters wide and 100 meters tall. Microseisms are simulated by placing 625 sources
on a rectangular grid inside the reference fracture (25 in each direction). All source locations
in the first fracture are assumed to be known exactly.
[Figure 8 about here.]
For illustration purposes, we put just a single source in the second fracture at xs,2 =
(200, 0, 2300) m. The source is a Ricker wavelet (the first derivative of a Gaussian) with a
central frequency of 50 Hz. The seismograms are computed using the discrete wavenumber
method (Bouchon, 1981) and the reflectivity method (Mu¨ller, 1985), and are then contami-
nated with additive, uncorrelated, Gaussian noise. The signal-to-noise ratio, defined as the
ratio of the peak amplitude to the standard deviation of the noise, is approximately 3 in
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our experiment. An example of a seismogram with and without additive noise is illustrated
in Figure 9.
[Figure 9 about here.]
Localization of the event at xs,2 is attempted based on the noisy seismogram using
the classical and the proposed method. The workflow is as follows. We generate 200
independent realizations of noisy seismograms. For each noisy realization, we localize the
source using the classical approach (Equation 2) and plot it as a blue dot in Figure 10.
Because the proposed method is unable to improve the estimate of the azimuth, we present
results in the horizontal offset-depth domain. The blue dots form a cloud centered around
the true location of the source. The standard deviation of the error in estimated offset of
the standard method in this case is approximately 4.5 m. The standard deviation of the
depth error is approximately 3.36 m.
[Figure 10 about here.]
We locate the same source with the same geometry using the interferometric method
presented here and the microseism locations in the reference fracture. According to the
theory, for all events xs,1 in the reference fracture we correlate their seismograms with
those of the unknown microseism, and we find the stationary condition of the event in the
correlogram, which consists of a stationary receiver and a stationary lag.
A ray is traced from the stationary receiver through the event xs,1, and the location
xs,2 is measured on it using the stationary lag as the travel time between the two points.
The location of xs,2 can be estimated in a layered medium only up to an unknown azimuth.
However, both the horizontal offset and the depth are recovered. We show the offset and
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depth of xs,2 so obtained as green stars in Figure 10.
Plotting the interferometric estimates shows a big improvement over the traditional
method. The cloud is distributed much closer the true values. The standard deviation
of the error in estimated offset of the interferometric method is 0.52 m, and the standard
deviation of the depth error is 0.94 m. Therefore, the improvement in localizing the source
is about a factor of 3.6 in depth and 9 in offset. While specific results of this experiment
may not translate to other experimental configurations, the superior performance of the
interferometric method in this configuration is evident.
CONCLUSIONS
Microseism event localization remains an important and challenging problem. Classical
algorithms tend to locate events individually without fully exploiting the coupling and re-
dundancy that exists in the recorded data for multiple fractures. In this paper, we consider
a problem with two fractures and a monitoring well. This prototype is typical in hydrofrac-
ture monitoring applications where multiple fractures are sequentially created to improve
fluid production. When some fractures are known better than others, we propose to use
interferometry to image the less well-located fractures relative to those with more accurate
locations. We derive our methodology in the context of general velocity heterogeneity and
arbitrary well trajectory, and demonstrate its effectiveness on a layered model with a vertical
well. Although we present the uncertainty analysis for a homogeneous medium, the method
itself is general and can be expected to offer considerable improvement of event localization
in much broader contexts. Applying classical interferometry in a 3D medium requires a 2D
array of receivers. When the available data is one dimensional, basic concepts such as the
stationary phase point are not uniquely defined, and consequently standard techniques are
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not applicable. We have shown that for a vertical array of receivers, although the azimuth
information is lost, estimates of both dip angle and distance can be significantly improved
using interferometric techniques. Errors present in the data as well as introduced during
the cross-correlogram analysis lead to localization uncertainty. Each event in the reference
fracture, however, acts as an independent measurement. We have shown how to use this
redundancy to boost the signal-to-noise ratio and thus improve the localization.
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Figure 1: Water is injected under pressure through the treatment well (red curve), which creates
multiple fractures (blue planes). The process is seismically monitored from the observation well
(green). These fractures are shown as planes, but in practice are complex shapes that are localized
as clouds of points.
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Figure 2: (a) The ray that connects two sources is received at a stationary receiver location within a
two-dimensional receiver-array aperture (the intersection of the two green lines). (b) The stationary
receiver location is the stationary point of the 2D correlogram. The stationary point is shown as the
intersection of two common source gather lags plotted as green curves. A correlogram calculated over
a one dimensional receiver array (red line) may exhibit an extremum, but it need not correspond to
any physical ray or yield a physical travel time.
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Figure 3: (a) The receiver in a 1D array is vertically stationary with respect to two given sources
(red stars) if the source locations can be rotated about the receiver line into collinear positions (black
stars). (b) All pairs of sources such that each source belongs to a corresponding circle (shown in
a map view) produce a correlogram with identical stationary receiver location and with the same
stationary lag.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4: For (a) homogeneous or (b) layered medium, the unknown dip angle (or horizontal offset)
and distance along the ray of a source (red star) can be estimated with the help of many stationary
sources in the neighboring fracture (vertical plane). Any source along the red curve provides an
independent measurement of the distance and horizontal offset of an unknown microseism.
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Figure 5: A schematic of the uncertainty variables in the recovered source location for the classi-
cal algorithm. The uncertainty in range, σR, is controlled by the error in time picking, while the
uncertainty in the transverse direction, σT, is controlled by the error in estimate of the polarization
angle.
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Figure 6: A schematic of the uncertainty variables in the recovered source location for the interfer-
ometric algorithm. The uncertainty in range, σR, is controlled by the error in picking the stationary
lag in the correlogram, while the uncertainty in the transverse direction, σT, is controlled by radial
distance between the two fractures and the error in picking the stationary depth.
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Figure 7: A schematic of the uncertainty variables in the transverse direction in the presence of
uncertainty in the reference fracture. Knowing the uncertainty in the stationary receiver location,
∆z, and in the location of the reference event, σT(xs,1), allows the uncertainty in the unknown
location, σT(xs,2), to be computed through a simple geometric calculation. Only one-sided deviations
from the true locations x0
rec
and xs,1 are shown.
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Figure 8: The numerical model contains a monitoring well with two vertical fractures nearby. A
source in the more distant fracture is localized using 625 microseismic sources in the nearer fracture.
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Figure 9: An example of a clean seismogram and of the same seismogram with additive uncorrelated
noise superimposed on top of it.
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Figure 10: Localization results plotted in the offset-depth domain. The new method offers signifi-
cantly improved estimates.
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